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• No Chain

• New Lease on Completion

• Large Rooms

• Views of the Park

• Close to the Station

Top Floor

Entrance

Hallway

Lounge 14'7 x 14'1 (4.45m x 4.29m)

Study 9'6 x 4'1 (2.90m x 1.24m)

Kitchen / Diner 13'6 x 11'9 (4.11m x 3.58m)

Bathroom 5'8 x 5'4 (1.73m x 1.63m)

DESCRIPTION

ABOUT

LOCATION
Folkestone
Fast becoming a sought after place to be, Folkestone
has seen much regeneration over the past few years,
with much more planned going forward, especially
surrounding the town centre and Harbour. Folkestone
has a large array of shops, boutiques and restaurants
as well as many hotels and tourist attractions.
Folkestone is fortunate to have two High Speed Rail
links to London, both offering a London commute in
under an hour. There are great transport links to
surrounding towns and cities and easy access to the
continent too. With so much going on and with the
future bright, Folkestone is an excellent location to
both and live and invest in.

SPACIOUS TOP FLOOR FLAT WITH VIEWS OF THE
PARK AND CLOSE TO THE STATION!

The property is ideally situated within walking
distance of the seafront, train station, park and
shops and therefore sure to suit a variety of
buyers. Positioned on the top floor with only
two other flats in the building. The private
entrance on the first floor leads into the flat via
another staircase and on to a central hallway
with loft above. The accommodation boasts a
double bedroom to the rear, large kitchen /
diner with modern fitted units, separate study,
bathroom and a bright lounge that overlooks
the park. The property has been well kept
throughout and ready for a new owner to
move in and make it their own. The property is
offered to the market with no onward chain.


